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Flowgy is a medical tool designed to
improve medical diagnosis
and nasal surgery

Flowgy is not yet certified for clinical use and is intended for
research. Permissions and compliance with applicable regulations are
the responsibility of the user.
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How to install Flowgy?

Flowgy is a computer program that has been
developed entirely on the Linux operating
system. The most recent release of Flowgy has
been built on the Linux Kubuntu 18.04 (64-bit)
distribution (https://kubuntu.org/).
Although Flowgy should be installed on a
computer where this Linux distribution is
installed, Flowgy will work fine with other
Linux distros and on other operating systems
(Windows and MAC).
The following are the recommended hardware
requirements for the computer on which you
will be installing Flowgy, and the instructions for
installation under each of the operating systems
on which Flowgy can be run.
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Hardware
requirements
— Intel or AMD processor at 3GHz or higher (an Intel
multi-core processor is recommended)
— 16 GB of RAM (> recommended)
— 100 MB of available hard-disk space for installation;
additional free space is required for Flowgy
generated files and CT scans. A SSD hard disk
recommended
— Recommended screen resolution 1920x1080
— A good graphics card (NVIDIA recommended) with
the accelerated driver installed
— A permanent Internet connection. Some ports should
be open
— Anydesk software (https://anydesk.com) installed.
The Flowgy support team will use this software for
remote support and troubleshooting
— Linux operating system (Kubuntu 18.04 64-bit)
The optimal operating system for Flowgy to run at
maximum performance is Linux.
Flowgy will only provide support if the operating
system on which it is installed is Linux, and the
Linux distro is the 64-bit Kubuntu 18.04.
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Flowgy will be able to run on other Linux distributions,
but it is the user's responsibility to ensure that the
installation is done correctly and that Flowgy works
properly. However, Flowgy can be installed on a
computer with an operating system other than Linux,
such as Windows and MAC. To do this, Flowgy will use
the virtualization technology and other techniques
recently available in the Windows 10 operating system.
To install Flowgy, three files are required, which will be
provided to every user by the Flowgy development
team. These three files are:

1. Flowgy_USERNAME_R: Installation program
2. Flowgy_USERNAME: Program and Libraries
3. Flowgy_vX.X.X.tgz: Other resources. The name
of this file may depend on the version of
Flowgy

Where "USERNAME" is the custom name of each
Flowgy user. This name will have been previously
selected by each user and will have to be provided to
the Flowgy development team, who will confirm that
it is correct and will be used to generate these three
installation files.
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Linux Operating System
(Kubuntu 18.04 64-bit)
If the computer on which we will install Flowgy has the
Linux operating system with the Kubuntu 18.04 distro,
these are the steps for installing Flowgy:
1. Kubuntu 18.05 64-bit Linux system libraries. Flowgy
requires a number of system libraries that may not
be installed on your computer. To install them, you
will need to run the following system command from
a terminal:
sudo apt-get install libqt4-sql libqt4-svg libqt4xml libqt4-opengl libqtgui4 libqt4-network libqtcore4
libqtcore4 libqt4-xmlpatterns libgl1 libxt6 libx11-6
libxext6 libxext6 libxi6 libxau6 libxdmcp6 libglx0
libglvnd0 libpng16-16 libxrender1 libsm6 libice6

It will be necessary to provide the password of the
administrator user "root". For Linux distributions other
than the 64-bit Kubuntu 18.04, these libraries may be
different.
2. Copy the three files (Flowgy_USERNAME, flowgy_
USERNAME and Flowgy_v1.2.0.tgz) that have been
provided by the Flowgy development team into a
directory accessible by the Linux user that will use
the Flowgy program as usual.
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3. If the files "Flowgy_USERNAME_R" and "flowgy_
USERNAME" do not have execution permissions, set
them with the Linux command "chmod". For example,
by this way:

3
“chmod 0755 Flowgy_USERNAME_R; chmod 0755 flowgy_USERNAME”

4
4. Run the program Flowgy_USERNAME_R. The
installation window will appear.
In the installation window, enter the USERNAME and
the directory where you want to install Flowgy.

This directory must exist on your computer and will
be selected by clicking on the button
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If this directory does not exist, the user must create it
before starting the installation of Flowgy.

2
5. Press the button

3
4

Flowgy will ask for the password of the root user
of the Linux operating system. This password is
required to install the Linux operating system
libraries that Flowgy needs, and that may not have
been previously installed on your computer. After
entering the root password, the installation will
automatically start.
If everything has been successful, you will be notified
that the installation has been completed with this
message:

6. The installation program will create an icon on the
desktop like the figure below:
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7. We close the installation program.

2

8. To run the Flowgy program, click on the icon that
has been created on the desktop (depending on
the configuration of our Linux desktop, it may be
necessary to double-click on this icon. In case
this icon has not been created correctly, to start
the Flowgy program the user will have to execute
the "Flowgy" file. This file has been created in
the installation directory you selected during the
installation of Flowgy.

3
4

9. A Splash Screen will appear and after a few seconds
the Flowgy login screen will appear with the name of
the Flowgy user, and in which we will have to enter
the password that the Flowgy development team
provides for this user.

The steps to install Flowgy on a Windows or MAC
computer are very similar to the steps above, since in
any case, Flowgy will still run on a Linux system. To do
this, Flowgy uses operating system virtualization which
allows us to run virtual operating systems (Windows and
MAC), or to use the WSL available in Windows 10 with
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WSL support which allows us to run Linux applications
natively.
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3
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Windows 10 Operating
System (with WSL)
If your computer has Windows 10 operating system
installed that has the optional feature "Windows
Subsystem for Linux", then it will be possible to run
Flowgy on this operating system.
To do so, you must follow the instructions provided
by Microsoft for the installation of the Windows
Subsystem for Linux for Windows 10. For example, an
easy-to-follow installation guide can be found at this
link: https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/windows/wsl/
install-win10
You must also install the Ubuntu 18.04 Linux distribution
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To be able to run Flowgy in graphical mode, you must
also install an X Windows system server for Microsoft,
for example:
Xming (http://www.straightrunning.com/XmingNotes/).

3

Now it is possible to install Flowgy on your computer
with the Windows 10 operating system and the WSL.

4

Windows and MAC
Operating System
If your computer has a Windows or MAC operating
system, and you do not wish to use the above option
for Windows 10 with WSL, you have the option to install
and use Flowgy on your computer by using a virtual
operating system or Linux virtual machine. Flowgy
has pre-installed a virtual machine with the Linux
distribution Kubuntu 18.04 64-bit, so you only need
to download this virtual machine and run it with the
vmware program (https://vmware.com).
The user will have to install the vmware software on
his computer. This software is available for Windows
(VMware Workstation Pro for Windows) and for
MAC (VMware Fusion). Once installed and properly
configured we can proceed with the installation of
Flowgy.
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To install Flowgy, follow these steps:
1. Download the Linux virtual machine for which
the download link will be provided by the Flowgy
development team. Extract and run this virtual
machine with vmware software. The user data of this
Linux virtual machine are:
Username: flowgy
Password: flowgy
If at any time you need the root administrator password for this Linux virtual machine, you can request it
from the Flowgy development team.
2. Once the Linux virtual machine is running, the
Flowgy installation process will be identical to the
one followed for the installation of Flowgy on a
computer with the Linux operating system installed
(steps 1 to 8).
3. The recommended virtual machine configuration for
running Flowgy is as follows:
— RAM: 12 GB
— Number of processors: 1, Number of cores per
processor: 2
— Display: Accelerate 3D Graphics activated
4. To run Flowgy, we will have to:
— Run the vmware software
— Boot the Linux virtual machine on which you have
installed Flowgy
— From this virtual machine run the Flowgy program
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